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Introduction to the Scan Edition  

 

When “Sales Meetings That Work” (“SMTW”) was published (Dow Jones-Irwin; mid-1983), it was the 

world's first complete and integrated system for non-professionals who were managing the process of 

constructing an agenda and then of recognizing that agenda via adequate and proper fulfillment of its 

dictated components. That describes a competently-constructed program. “SMTW” presented the 
author’s first book materials augmented and addressed to meeting planners who were not a titled jobs 

or especially skilled. If you follow the stipulations of either book, you will not produce a failed 

(business euphemism: “disappointing”) program. 
 

Value of this opinion: Cavalier was a co-originator of the nation’s (world’s?) first consulting firm for 
the business stage (United Attractions, Inc, Chicago; producer of banquet entertainment for national 

associations; 1960). Personal assignment: Convention script edit and preparation for supporting visual 

aids. A second co-originator was Jay Lurye, who called the world’s first conference for meeting 
planners, in 1970-71 convention season, in Chicago. Contributions of both, below, in backgrounding. 

 

New element: In 1960, visual aids in business meetings were considered to be extraneous, questioned 

until the overhead screen by Kodak at the NYC World’s Fair of 1964 presented a visual “Spectacular!” 
Kodak was selling film—are you? Additional discussion in backgrounding. 

 

Immediately after Kodak, every uncertain meeting-caller demand ‘spectacle’ as his/her meetings 

salvation. Seconded by Marshall McLuhan’s mantra, “The medium is the message,” (developed for a 
TV manufacturers’ association), production became the focus of the second—and still leading—MP 

association: Meeting Planners International. Spectacle does get attention—but for itself, not your 

message. Google the term “distraction.” The “Spectacular!” needs for huge space were continuing a 
years-ahead hotel space-race also affects most contractual commitments before various other needs can 

logically be assessed. Obviously, future- production needs constrict related agenda-fulfillment needs. 

Kodak is gone; McLuhan has been discredited; but production values (and profits) still dominate all 

multiple meeting-planner associations, via purveyor voting control. Yes, purveyor control of user-

company needs and wants. Ethical? Our first mention of ethics was published in “AOM,” because it 
was a problem then, too. 

 

Backgrounding: To get yourself through the morass of conflicting purposes in a meetings industry 

whose three freebie magazines are all advertiser-funded, you need control mechanisms. Cavalier’s 
books provide them! To understand that morass, some factual basis is essential in a claims-based 

industry: Some research has produced facts contrary to claims; it would be wise to be aware, because 

such contra info seems not be notice in industry freebie magazines. 

 

Early organizing: When two major client associations both requested business stage service, United 

formed a new unit: Convention Coordination; associations already have convention managers, and the 

pair need to be compatible, not competitive. The visual helps proved to be useful and popular. Other 

associations soon followed, and then their company members joined. United’s service has provided all 
of the structure and most of the ensuing terminology for the then-professionalizing trade. These 

essential elements were translated into the text of “AOM,” intended for professional meeting 
managers—of whom there where none. The spirit of collegiality in meetings-related educational 

matters was intended then but seems to be forgotten now. 

 

In short, as late as 1970, the incipient meetings trade (distinct from the operating consortium of 

company users, university researchers, and needed suppliers) was a composite of soft programming 



begun by companies after WWII as a means of depressurizing executives. Tax deductible until the IRS 

began to ask the business relationship of such programming—which was difficult to prove. So, the 

next-best defensible group was their national sales force. So the large, central, purposeful meeting was 

born. Then size and profit potential from production challenged (and replaced?) business purpose. 

 

Together, “AOM” and “SMTW” provided templates that influenced all later books of their periods and 
even this. It appears that one author even reprinted the whole of “SMTW's” bibliography as his own. Is 
it conceivable that two authors stumbled on precisely the same reference books? Well, the later book 

index just happened to reprint a reference invented by this writer: That a particular work (re: Karl 

Buhler) “can be found only in reference.” The meetings industry, little interested in encouraging facts 
and strong bibliographies, apparently did not notice the plagiarism. Of what value the opinions of a 

man who doesn't have the background that he claims? Moot, if you’re selling production materials. 
 

As the world’s first how-to book, “AOM” presented how-to forms guides and illustrations within a 

complete, proved system —United’s but, in the 1970 - 71 season in Chicago, another co-originator from
United (Jay Lurye) had called the world’s first convention of professional meeting planners (World Meeting 
Planners Conference) — of whom there proved to by title!
 

“SMTW” was the consumer-friendly version of “Achieving Objectives in Meetings,” published in hard 
cover by Dow Jones-Irwin (1983). “AOM” was the world's first book that identified and provided 
forms and guides for professional users/planners toward their achieving meetings control (1973). 

Because they were proved-in-action, “SMTW” repeated all forms, plus others. In short, “AOM” was 
also the world's first book to treat the overall job of the business meeting/training program process as a 

whole, rather than as a nebulous concept with a lot of moving parts and reminder slips. All prior books 

on the topic were essentially discursive, often delivering good tips. But the accepted format was “be 
sure to . . .” usually without specific instructions or other direct helps. However, the use of ‘tips’ 
required pasting into personal operating systems, which were not necessarily adequate or professional. 

 

Overall assessment: All of Lurye's attendees were self-identified, stuck-with-it secretaries to the 

meetings-callers. Secretaries did the fulfillment work for their meeting-caller bosses together with the 

PA, as a part-time chore. It's now full-time. Why? Well, “Work expands so as to fill all the time 
available for its completion.” ? Company trainers have a rule of thumb: About one hour’s applied time 
for each hour of lectern/presentation time for agenda and design of meeting or training programs. 

How many hours of major meetings and training programs does your company call, yearly? 

 

Trainers' rule-of-thumb: Commit one week's time for each hour of business-stage presentations; or 

about one full month to manage one week's business-stage (IRS: six hours, minimum, daily). How 

many hours of business-stage serve your company for regular/sales meetings and annual meetings? You 

need approximately that many committed weeks of meetings-management time. Full-time? 

 

Are the freebie magazines free or actually costly? Ad dependency likely determines content at all three 

meetings industry freebie magazines and a convention magazine. Cavalier's work alone has: a)  

triggered a shuttering of one business magazine that printed his early article cum column; editor, 

released; b) seen the quick departure of the editor of a smaller business magazine that printed a major 

article by Cavalier; and c) seen the apparently-invited departure of one book editor whose editorial 

worth was recognized when he was rehired, via the subterfuge of his being a legacy of the company 

that he subsequently started and they wanted to buy. Permitting such euphemisms as, “A legacy of our 
purchased company; not on our own payroll.” 

 



How to recover from that morass? By discussion of principles and logic? Possibly impossible. But then 

COVID-19 happened. The shut down prevented large, central meetings with their costly “Spectulars!” 

Spectacle and peasant distractions have been discredited by findings at companies, during the COVID-

19 period, that employees responded well to remote work and intelligent e-mail. No spectaculars were 

possible or needed. Subsequent studies indicate that productivity usually remained the same; fell in a 

few cases; and rose in others. (Lipman in “Time,” 6/7-14/21; Lipman on “Fareed Zakaria,” 9/4/21; and 
KCET (“Future of Work,” 9/4/21). Also a two-year study from U-Stanford. We can add nothing to such 

studies. Just read and apply those findings and materials. Why are they unrecognized by the meetings 

industry after so many years?    

 

In the context of findings from previous studies (that the quality of supervision/management was 

employees' foremost complaint), these results, as generated by the COVID-19 experience, make sense. 

Cavalier’s challenge, frequently repeated in writings: “The message is the message. Don't you forget 
it!” A user’s suggested slogan: Cavalier: Right from the start; Cavalier: Right! From the start. 
 

Somewhat more organized today in terms of the smoother production of meetings now than in the past, 

the meetings industry still embraces the sales mentality of its purveyor-members rather more closely 

than it does the needs-mentality of its corporate-user members. Conflict of interest within organizations 

result from voting-purveyors, who out-number user-company members. That results in the allowance 

of no-evidence claims and recommendations that are often disputed by research findings. Simple 

solution: Don't recognize the research! 

 

Today, videoconferencing is ubiquitous. At book time, in 1983, VC delivered a series of still pictures, 

changed after brief intervals—but stills—plus live conversation--on phone lines. “SMTW” had 
recommended videoconferencing at that time because of its potential for helping to solve the problem 

of limited space and long advance booking times at large hotels. Problem: Future meetings must be 

formatted to the given hotel's contracted space. 

 

If large hotel space is not the determining factor, then companies can enjoy the cost-savings inherent in 

a study published by “Sales Management” magazine (name modified to “Sales & Marketing 
Management”; from Bill Bros). Cavalier wrote a meetings column in “SM/S&MM” magazine for about 
four years.  

 

Paraphrasing the study: If difficulty or expense of supporting meeting materials is too great for repeats, 

then the need for one large presentation room will justify a central meeting; and the central meeting is 

then least expensive. If any setting is modest and repeatable, then the regional meeting is least 

expensive. If little or no special expenses attend to the setting, then the local meeting is always the least 

expensive. 

 

Put that formula together with experience from remote work; consider the additional, imputed time-off-

job for distant meetings; and it's obvious that major cost-savings can accrue to smaller meetings. “It's 
gotta be face-to-face” was a selling point for decades. It don't gotta-be! A speaker briefly on stage is not 

really “face-to-face” with dozens or hundreds of participants. Department heads will often collaborate 

with peers across the country and so can benefit when all get together as a group. It's questionable if, 

even then, everyone will ever meet everyone else. Empty numbers . . . . 

 

Field sales people probably never work with sales people elsewhere—so a mass meeting is good times, 

although monetarily unproductive. Invest in the agenda and its fulfillment, not transportation. Slogans 

and generalities drive much of the sales effort of purveyors to the meetings industry, seen as distinct 



from professionals—the regular corporate trainers and suppliers. Consider your needs, not purveyors'. 

 

Although these recommendations are new for this scan edition, the ideas follow from concepts 

established by this writer in his expert business columns and/or in two business magazines, for about 

five years, total. Hands-on since 1960.  Articles and columns throughout the '70s. Print activity into the 

1980s. Stroke and active participation ended, from 1995. Back again to finish the job started more than 

a half-century ago. 

 

More significantly, presenting the group-sizing information in this Introduction supports our assurance 

to you that even the most far-reaching of the old criticisms was valid in its time and, many, even in this 

time: ABSOUTELY NO CHANGES HAVE BEEN MADE TO THE ORIGINAL TEXT. Two interim 'editions' 

with copyright dates were an ownership claim of interim change of publishers, when shifting the 

original DJ-I hardcover into their own paperback, after the hardcover “SMTW” was put O-O-P); 

Identical, all. By Copyright Office rules, ‘reprints’ recognize 10% minimum of new material. The 
earlier  dates (between 1983 and 2024) have no standing. The exact scan is a new publication format. 

 

Cavalier's PERT Diagram for meetings (from “AOM” and enhanced for “SMTW”) is possibly his 
single most important contribution to the meetings management process. It appears in this book, at the 

end of this Intro. Also added to this Intro is a Dice Game, which was the hit of a meetings-industry 

conference in NYC is 1972—intended as a preliminary to the publication of “AOM,”months later. The 
’72 year date in the center of the spiral is not the sum of anything—therefore, if you put in the year-date 

of your next meeting, the cautions printed in the boxes are still valid. Nothing has changed in the 

brain’s learning system, although methods of conveying information—and the cost—have changed. 

 

Both belong in your management repertoire. Because “SMTW” is a complete system, this book will 
enable you to slot-in the size-calculations above, as well as other factual material that you might gain 

from the experiences of other meeting-callers and/or their meeting managers. Don't hesitate to ask 

questions of peers. Value most the personal recommendations from people whose judgment you 

respect, above all industry-hyped recommendations. 

 

“SMTW” is your all-purpose guide and decision-maker for programming professionally, and you're 

already holding the starter tool for doing it! But for truly-professional work, it’s been surpassed by 

“Instructional Systems Development,” which demands that you honor every requirement for each 

element added to the program. “ISD” is a military development, much approximated by schools and 

private or “simplified” (caution) versions. Our “Common Sense ISD” translates the military jargon into 

business usage without varying the discipline or compromising its fool-proof aspects. 

 

So, do it! 

 

END 

 

This book text was converted from the Author’s owned reissue in paperback. Therefore, pages will not 

tract as pictures with the original. That system avoids any legal question about ownership of 

‘mechanicals,’ which belong to the original publisher—differentiated from the book itself. 

 

Scan additions of PERT/DJ-I and the Dice Game: Copyright © 1983 and 1972, respectively; both 

Copyright © 2024 Richard Cavalier 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Order of Service
Order of Service
 Obituary


Pallbearers


Prelude .......................................................................................................................... Sofy Music


Processional ............................................................................................Clergy & Family


Prayer .................................................................................................. Rev.Larry Johnson Jr.


Scripture .........................................................................................................................................Clergy

Old testament, Psalm 23

New Testament, 2 Timothy 4:


Solo ........................................................................................................................  Jasmine Graham


Remarks ....................................................................................................................Ernest Johnson


Resolution ................................................................................................................. Church Clerk


Obituary ...................................................................................................... Moment of Silence


Eulogy .................................................................................................................................


Recessional ............................................................................................................................................................


Idella Price was born in Fairfield Texas to Horse Newsom

and Katie B. Ransom Hemphill, also born in Fairfield Texas.


She worked as a hairdresser for several years in Corsicana

Texas. She married Vernon Johnson and was blessed with 

three sons; Vernon, Ernest and Larry Johnson.


Seeking a better life she moved to Los Angeles and started 

working at Art Pillow where they made bed spreads and 

pillows.


After her husbands death she met the love of her life - 

Lawrence Price. They were married and had four more kids:

Travon West, Terril Little, John Kay Price and Vick Marshall.

Their last move was to Pomona California where they opened

a foster home for many years.


She hadbeen a faithful member of Macedonia Baptist Church

for many years, and loved every moment of it.


Preceeding her in death is her three sons: ernest Johnson,

Vernon Johnson and Tevon West. Idella leave to cherish in 

her memoryher sister-in-law Wanda Johnson-Pope, seven

grandchildren, 8 grea -great grandchildren and countless

foster children.


Remarks ....................................................................................................................Ernest Johnson


Resolution ................................................................................................................. Church Clerk


Obituary ...................................................................................................... Moment of Silence


Eulogy .................................................................................................................................


Recessional ............................................................................................................................................................



